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LOCALIZATIONS AND GENERALIZED
GOTTLIEB SUBGROUPS

Moo HA WOO AND JAE-RYONG KIM

This work is a continuation of the study of evaluation subgroups
defined by Gottlieb [2J and Varadarajan [8J among others. Gottlieb
studied the evaluation subgroups G(X) of irl (X) and Gn(X) of irn(X)
extensively. Varadarajan generalized Gn(X) to G(A, X) and dualized.
On the other hand, Lang, Jr. [5J proved that Gn(X)p~Gn(Xp), where
Xp, Gn(X) p are the localizations at prime p of the connected simple finite
CW-complex X and the evaluation subgroup Gn(X) respectively. The
purpose of this paper is to prove that G(A, X) p~G(A,Xp) for some
suitable spaces A and X.

1. Introduction

General references for the localization theory are [lJ, [3J, [4J and
[7J. We review some of these results here.

If P is a collection of primes, we denote by P' the complementary
collection of primes. If the integer n is a product of primes in P', we
write nEP'.

A group G is said to be P-Iocal if x~ x n, x E G is bijective for all
nEP'. In the category H of all nilpotent groups, a homomorphism e :
G~ Gp is said to be P-localizing map if Gp is P-Iocal and if e* :
Hom(Gp, K) ~Hom(G,K), provided KEH with K P-Iocal.

We recall that a pointed space X is said to be nilpotent if it is of
the pointed homotopy type of a connected CW-complex, and if moreover
:n:l (X) is nilpotent and operates nilpotently on the higher homotopy
groups of X. If X is nilpotent and A is a compact polyhedron, then
every component of the function space XA with compact-open-topology
is nilpotent [3J.
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Let NH be the homotopy category of nilpotent CW-complexes.
Plainly, the simple CW-c9mplexes are in NH; in paticular, NH contains
all connected Hopf spaces:

Assume that the spaces A and X are nilpotent finite CW-complexes.
All maps shall mean continuous functions. All homotopies and maps
are to respect base points. The base point as well as the constant map
will be denoted by *.

We say that a nilpotent space X is a p-local if all its homotopy groups
are p-Iocal. A map ep : X~ Y p-localizes X if Y is p-Iocal and there
is natural 1-1 correspondence ep*: [Y,ZJ~[X,ZJ for all p-local Z~ It
is equivalent that ep* : 1Cn(X)~ 1Cn(Y) p-Iocalizes 1Cn(X), n~l. That
is, ep* is a p-isomorphism (p-injective and p-surjective) and 1Cn (Y) is
p-Iocal. Every X in NH admits a p-Iocalization.

We say that a homomorphism if> : A~ B from a group A into a
group B is p-injective if the kernel of if> consists of elements of finite
order prime to p; and that it is p-surjective if, given any bEB, there
exists a positive integer n prime to p such that bnElmif>.

If we let ep: (XA, f)~ (X/, e/) be defined by ep(g) =epg, we
then have

PROPOSITION 1.1. If A is a connected finite CW-complex and X is
nilpotent, then ep p-localizes [3J, [4J.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A be a finite connected CW-comp/e:c and X be
a connected H-space. Then the localization map ep : X~ X p induces a
homomorphism

ep~ : [A, X]~ [A, XpJ

of monoids. Moreover ep~ is p-bijective [4J.

Let A be a connected finite CW-complex and X he a connected H
space with finitely generated homotopy groups in each dimension. Then
the p-Iocalization of [A, XJ is isomorphic to [A, XpJ for every prime
p [7J. Since (QX) p-Q(Xp) for X in NH, we have

PROPOSITION 1. 3. Let A be a connected finite CW-complex with
suspension structure and X be a nilpotent space with finitely generated
homotopy groups in each dimension. Then for every prime p, the P-loc
alization of [A, X] is isomorphic to [A, XpJ.
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F
XXA .....- X

Ij ~fi'(lVf)
XVA

For simplicity, we sometimes use the same symbol for a map and its
homotopy class. XX shall denote the space of free maps from X to X
with Ix as base point. The evaluation map w : Xx~ X is defined to
be w(f)=f(*) for each fEXx. The folding map 17: XVX~X is
given by l7(x,*)=I7(*,x)=x for each xEX. Frequently I,Ix andlxp
will be reserved for the identity maps and j for the inclusion map j:

XV A~ XX A respectively.

DEFINITION 2.1. A map f: A~ X is said to be cyclic if there
exists a map F : XX A~ X such that the following diagram is homo
topy commutative:

that is, Fj"'fi' (1V f). Since j is a cofibration, this is equivalent to
saying that we can find a map G : xx A~ X such that Gj= 17 (1V
f), that is, Glx=Glxx*=lx and GIA=GI*xA f. We call such a map
G an associated map of f. The set of all homotopy classes of cyclic maps
from A to X is denoted by G (A, X) and is called the Gottlieb subset of
[A, XJ. Now we recall the followings:

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, Z a
Hausdorff space and Y any space. Then the function spaces (YX)Z and
yxxz are homeomorphic and a homeomorphism H: (YX)z=:yxxz is given
by H(g) (x, z) =g(z) (x) for each g: Z~ yx, xEX, zEZ. Further
more, f"'g iff H(f)"'H(g).

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a space having the homotopy type of a
locally finite CW-complex and A any Hausdorff space. Suppose w: Xx
~ X is the evaluation map where Xx is the space of free maps from

X to X with Ix as base point. Then Wif ([A, XXJ) =G(A, X) as set,
where Wif is the induced function of W [6J.

Under the same hypothesis as the above theorem, if in addition, A
is a suspension, then Wif ([A, XX]) =G(A, X) as group. This justifies
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the term evaluation subgroup.

THEOREM 2.3. Let X and A be nilpotent, finite CW-complexes and
ep : X~ X p be the p-localization map. Let X/P and Xpx be the
spaces of free maps from X p to X p and X to X p with 1xp and ep as base
points respectively. Then there is 1-1 correspondence

f)
[A,X/p] ~ [A,XpX].

Proof. If fE [A, X/p], by Proposition 2.1, we have

H(f) : XpXA~Xp such that H(f)lxp=lxp.

Now define if> (H(f) :XXA~ X p by the composition

ep X1 H(f)
XXA ~ XpXA ~ X p.

Then if>(H(f» Ix=ep.
Let H' : (XpX)A=XpXXA be the homeomorphism given by H'(g) (x,
a)=(g(a»(x).

Now define f): [A,X/p]~ [A,XpX] byf)(f)=H'-1 (if>(H(f»).
Conversely if gE [A, XpX] , then we have

H'(g) : XXA~Xp such that H'(g) Ix=ep.

Consider the following commutative diagram obtained by localization[l] :

H'(g)
XXA ~ X p

I ~ i '
epX1 epXep' H'(g)p

i ~ I
XpXA ~ XpXAp

lXep'

where ep' : A~ A p is the p-Iocalization map.
Define cjJ(H'(g» : XpXA~ X p by the composition

lXep' H'(g)p
XpXA ~ XpXAp ~ X p.

Using the universality of the localization, we have

cjJ(H'(g» Ixp=lxp.

Thus we can define f)-I: [A, XpX]~[A,X/P] as
f)-I (g) =H-I(cjJ(H' (g»).

Using the following commutative diagram defined by localization and
its univer3ality, we can have cjJif> (H(f) ) = H (f) :
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if;(H(f»
XXA - Xp---

/ "" /'
epXl epXep' r/J(H(f»p. H(f)p

.( '\. /
XpXA - XjXAp

~------. H(f)

Thus we have O-lf) (f) = H-IcjJH'H'-lifJH(f) =f. Similarly we can
have OO-l(g) =g. This completes the proof.

3. Main Theorems

Let p be a prime. Let X and A be nilpotent, finite C W-complexes
and ep : X - Xp be the p-localization map. Moreover let A have a
suspension structure. Then Proposition 1. 3 tells us that ep induces the
p-localizing homomorphism

eplil : [A, X] - [A, X p], epli (f) =epf.

THEOREM 3.1. If fEG(A, X), then epli( f) EG(A, X p).

Proof. Since fEG(A, X), there exists an associated map

G: XXA-X such that GIA=f,Glx=l x .

Let F=epG: XXA-Xp.
By Theorem 2. 3, we have

O-I(F) : XpXA - X p such that O-I(F) IA=epf.

Since f)-l(F)lxp=l xp, epli(f)=epfEG(A,Xp).

THEOREM 3.2. The p-localization of the generalized Gottlieb subgroup
G (A, X) is isomorphic to the generalized Gottlieb subgroup G (A, X p).

Proof. It suffices to show that the homomorphism

epli : G(A, X) -G(A, X p)

is p-bijective and G(A, X p) is p-local. Since epli: [A, X] - [A, X p]
is p-injective, epli IGCA,X) is clearly p-injective. If gE G (A, X p), by
Theorem 2.2, there is gE [A, X/P] such that

Wli(g)=g.

Consider the following commutative diagrams
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Cd'
[A, XX] ~ [A, X]

where ep# induced by ep defined in Proposition 1.1 and W41 induced by
evaluation maps. Since Xx is clearly an H-space, ep41 is p-injective by
Proposition 1. 2. Thus there exist an xE [A, XX] and integer q relatively
prime to p such that

ep# (x) =f) (g)q.

Hence ep#w4I (x) =W4lep# (x) =w# (f)(g)q) =w# (g)q=gq.

Moreover [A, XpX] is p-Iocal, so that we can easily prove that G(A,
Xp) is p-Iocal.

THEOREM 3.3. The generalized Gottlieb subgroup G(A, X p) is isomor
phic to the generalized Gottlieb subgroup G(Ap, X p).

Proof. Since ep* : [Ap, X p] - [A, X p], ep*(f) fep is an isomor
phism, it suffices to show that

ep* : G(Ap,Xp) -G(A,Xp)

is an epimorphism.
Let fEG(A, X p). Then there is

F: XpXA-Xp such that FIA f,Flxp=lxp

Consequently we have

Fp: XpXAp=(XpXA)p-Xp such that
Fpl Ap fp, Fplxp=lxp-

This means that fpEG(Ap, X p). Moreover ep*(fp) fpep f.
This:completes:the;'proof.
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